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 Abstract 

                             In Robert Browning's "My final Duchess," a portrait of the selfish and 

electricity loving Duke of Ferrara is painted for us. although the duke's monologue appears at the 

surface  to be approximately his past due wife, a close studying will display that the mention of 

his closing duchess is simply a side notice in his self-critical speech. Browning makes use of the 

dramatic monologue shape very skillfully to reveal us the controlling, jealous, and arrogant traits 

the duke possessed with out ever bringing up them explicitly. 
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  Introduction 

         The primary  strains of the poem introduce us to the main subject matter of the duke's 

speech, a painting of his past due wife: "it really is my ultimate Duchess painted at the 

wall,/looking as if she had been alive." We at once start to suspect that the duchess is now not 

alive, however are now not positive. Head of the painting looking as though it had been alive, the 

duchess looks like she were alive. once more, this apparently small element offers a extensive 

hint about what lies in advance in the poem. even as the duke describes the history of the 

painting, he mentions the artist's name, Frà Pandolf, 3 times (lines three, 6, 16). the first point out 

of the call turned into all that was necessary to permit the listener recognize who painted the 



paintings. The words the painter or the  artist ought to effortlessly had been substituted for the 

second one . The manner wherein the duke again and again mentions the name Frà Pandolf 

shows a self-pleasure within the fact that he was able to lease one of these well-known painter. 

Frà Pandolf is without a doubt a fictional call, however we will expect that within the poem he is 

a celebrated artist. The duke repeats his name as a shape ofbragging about his wealth. 

The duke additionally shows off his control inside the beginning components of the poem. He 

adds aparenthesis in his speech, "seeing that none places by using/The curtain i have drawn for 

you, however I"(strains nine-10). right here he says that no person but him has the electricity to 

show the portray. But that is obvious and did not need to be said. because the portray is in his 

domestic and he own sit, of direction he is the only who might draw the curtain to show it. He 

simplest adds this announcement to focus on his manage. because the poem progresses, we find 

more mention of the duke's love of manage and realize that it's miles a very crucial aspect to him. 

This line is also crucial as it indicates that the duchess (now in the portray) is beneath entire 

manipulate of the duke and may best be visible via others whilst he needs it. 

      The climax of the poem occurs in these lines where he describes what happened when his 

wife's affection continued to be non-exclusive 

 

“Oh sir, she smiled, no doubt, 

Whene'er I passed her; but who passed without 

Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands; 

Then all smiles stopped together”. (lines 43-46)  

Duchess' smiles to the opposite men aroused an anger within the duke so effective that he 

gave instructions to have her killed. His jealousy stemmed from his perceived lack of 

manipulate that he had over his wife. Now that she become useless and existed best within the 

painting, he may want to have absolute manage over her. His controlling nature crushed his 

morality and love for his wife. I assume Browning selected to have the duke talk about his wife 

now not because she turned into important to him, however due to the fact the tale of her murder 

displayed the controlling character of the duke so well. The unemotional and nonchalant way in 



which the duke tells the tale further accentuates his man or woman The very last lines help the 

notion that the duchess turned into not the primary cognizance of the poem. The duke says to the 

emissary that he has been speaking to as they're leaving his  house, "notice Neptune, 

though,/Taming a sea-horse, idea a rarity,/Which Claus of  Innsbruck forged in bronze for me" 

(lines 54-56). The duke's description of this statue is strikingly much like that which he gave of 

his duchess' portrait. He again highlights the call of the artist and the rarity of the paintings. And, 

we will anticipate that although this is the end of the poem, it is not the cease of the communicate 

among the duke and the emissary. Just as we did now not get hold of the start of the communique 

from Browning, we do now not obtain the ending. it is pretty possible that once the poem ended, 

the duke persisted went on to describe the statue of Neptune in as a lot element as he did the 

portrait. The poem centered on this phase as it fine highlighted the duke's controlling individual 

 

                           The conceitedness of the duke turned into first-rate exhibited via subtle 

feedback that he made for the duration of his speech. He scoffed at the idea that his former 

duchess may want to rank "My gift of a 9-hundred-years-vintage call/With all and sundry's gift" 

(traces 33-34). here, the duke made it sound as though he was being beneficiant while he agreed 

to marry his spouse. He felt that she must have recognized greater sincerely what a excellent gift 

he had given her. just a second later, he reasserts his superiority by means of declaring that "I 

choose/by no means to hunch" (lines three/28/2020 The power of the Duke in "My final 

Duchess". The duke feels that he's too vital to also be bothered with small annoyances .he'll no 

longer slump to the lowness of asking his spouse to quit a conduct this is obviously. Even in 

statements that at the surface look like humble, the duke furthers his conceitedness. He says, 

"Even had you ability/In speech--(which i have now not)--" (lines35-36).there may be a 

exceptional deal of irony on this assertion that overwhelms any modesty that could have existed. 

The duke's claim now not to have skill in speech lies inside the center of a speech expertly 

constructed with rhyming lines, everyday meter, and imperious diction. An AABB rhyme 

scheme is discovered often throughout the poem. Extemporaneously coming up with the phrases 

vital to carry out one of these rhyme scheme could require a amazing deal skill in speech. An 

iambic pentameter is used during nearly the whole speech.  



                       This additionally requires a fair deal of ability, for even though iambic speech is 

commonplace in English, maintaining it so nicely regulated is tough. sooner or later, the diction 

in addition shows the skill of the duke. He chooses words that express his authority and his 

education along side what he become trying to say. The duke is aware of that he has exceptional 

skill in speech and he additionally is aware of that the emissary knows this. Even in statements 

that at the surface look like humble, the duke furthers his conceitedness. He says, "Even had you 

ability/In speech--(which i have now not)--" (lines35-36).there may be a exceptional deal of 

irony on this assertion that overwhelms any modesty that could have existed. The duke's claim 

now not to have skill in speech lies inside the center of a speech expertly constructed with 

rhyming lines, everyday meter, and imperious diction. An AABBrhyme scheme is discovered 

often throughout the poem. Extemporaneously coming up with the phrases vital to carry out one 

of these rhyme scheme could require a amazing deal skill in speech. An iambic pentameter is 

used during nearly the whole speech. This additionally requires a fair deal of ability, for even 

though iambic speech is commonplace in English, maintaining it so nicely regulated is tough. 

sooner or later, the diction in addition shows the skill of the duke. He chooses words that express 

his authority and his education along side what he become trying to say.  

Conclusion 

                The duke is aware of that he has exceptional skill in speech and he additionally is 

aware of that the emissary knows this. he's only announcing that he does not own skill in speech 

because he is aware of that his audience will not accept as true with him. His show of modesty is 

merely an illusion, not true modesty .The overarching irony in Browning's "My last Duchess" is 

that it clearly isn't approximately the duchess, however as a substitute about the controlling, 

jealous, and boastful nature of the duke. In his monologue describing a portray of his former 

wife, the duke introduces us to his dark and sinister qualities. with the aid of giving us the Duke 

of Ferrara for instance, Robert Browning subtly condemns the the Aristocracy for his or her poor 

character. 
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